INTERNATIONAL COMANCHE SOCIETY
AUST. TRIBE
PAPUA NEW GUINEA SAFARI
29TH AUGUST – 9TH SEPTEMBER 2010

Bob Bates from Trans Niugini Tours, a most unassuming, friendly and generous man took the five
Comanche aircraft from Horn Island off the Oz coast over the Torres Strait islands to the coast of Papua
New Guinea flying over the massive Fly River at 9000ft down the Kaugel River Valley dwarfed by mountains
on both sides and into Mt Hagen for our first taste of life in PNG. From the first sip of the most delicious
coffee and the welcome from security guards who cared for our aircraft at all stops we began to relax and
truly enjoy our first of the ten days where the people of PNG enthusiastically shared a little of their lives.
Daily journals from each aircraft have been put together as one. We would like to share a little of what was
the most amazing ICS PNG Safari.
Thanks to Ian Thomson (our chief) for once again encouraging us all to take our Comanche aircraft with
willing helpers further than before. Many hours of planning, co-ordinating and working with Bob Bates
proved worth every minute of it as we all experienced a huge sense of pride in our pilots and Comanche
aircraft.
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29th August 2010
Led by Bob we left from Horn
Island with great excitement for
Mt. Hagan flying over the very
picturesque Islands of the Torres
Strait. Once we hit the mainland
of PNG we were confronted by
exceedingly high mountains
ahead.

Leaving Horn Island Aust

Crossing over the Fly River at 9000 ft we
seemed to pick our way over what were
the smaller mountains before reaching
the Kaugel River Valley flying past Mt
Guiluwe dwarfing us at 14300 ft .and into
Kagamuga Airport Mt Hagen We caught
up with Roger Tyson and his PA30.

Crossing the Fly River PNG

Roger an Aust ICS member lives in
Mt Hagen and it wasn’t long before all
aircraft were neatly tucked in for the
night. We were looked after by
security that organised the refuelling
from drums.

Landing at Mt Hagen

After the most delicious New Guinea
(Arabica) coffee we cleared ourselves
and our bags through immigration and
customs. From there we took to the road
where many locals milled about or
visited the local market place.
Refuelling at Mt Hagen
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The roads were quite poor with
one section definitely dangerous.
Once out of the City centre we
travelled some fourty five minutes
passing small mostly neat huts and
homes for the people who walk the
many kilometres to sell their
produce. Many of the locals are
out and about and find time to give
us a friendly wave and smile. We
reciprocate and find this to be a
very big part of our trip over the
days ahead.

Road to Rondon Ridge

View of Mt Hagen from Rondon Ridge

Rondon Ridge resort is situated at 7100feet above sea
level with magnificent views over the Wahgi Valley.
Bob certainly has been very successful building six
luxury lodge resorts with Rondon Ridge one of these.
The views from Rondon Ridge were absolutely
breathtaking and in the afternoon we went on an
interesting bush walk observing numerous orchids.
Bob is building himself a huge impressive home here.
The hydroelectrics were lacking because of water
shortages.
We had an impressive dinner and retired with just one
mossie as a friend.
Rondon Ridge was certainly very impressive
Richard Crago
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Rondon Ridge View of Mt Hagen

30th August 2010

Mt Hagen
On Monday 30 August, out of Mount Hagen, we visited
two villages. The first was the Tokua Village. We were
met by Chief Noki. The chief was in a traditional dress.
One of the items noticed was a column of bamboo sticks
which were representative of the number of pigs that he
has.

The
chief
talked
Sandra with Chief Noki
about
the village. Some points that came through were
that the men build the houses; women do some of
the farming because they are more careful.
Trenches are used to remove water away from the
crop during heavy rain.
Bed at Tokua Village
Vegetable Gardening

They talked about symbolic issues e.g. the
height of the sugar cane represented
something. They would wrap the sugar cane
to make it grow higher. Bamboo is used
extensively in the country. Bows including the
strings, shovels and other items were made
from the bamboo. You can see the sleeping
arrangements which have been enhanced
with the bamboo.
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The gentleman below is a witch doctor. The stones on the ground represent different spirits. The
skull is from a previous witch doctor which has been passed on and on through the years. There
was a pig jaws blood which represented
“bad” spirit. John Kuga was the witch
doctor. We next talked about the trading
that goes between the tribes. They called it
a “MOKA” trading system which used kina
shells to trade for pigs. The current
currency now in PNG is “Kina”
(approximately two Kina per Australian
dollar). You will see the kina shells below
(half moon shells).
Witch Doctor

The next village we visited was the “Pogla” home
of the “Mudman”. They discussed the creation of
the famous “Mudman” which originated a number
of years ago when a larger clan came to the
village to take them over. The smaller clan was
overtaken and the left the village. The smaller
clan exhibited spunk and left the area briefly.
They came back in the “mudman” dress which
was a mask made of mud and
their body covered with the mud
product from the river. The larger
clan thought that a “spirit” had
come back for them and they
were scared off. The smaller clan
got their village boundary back.

Whagi Valley
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We had lunch back at the Tokua village which was
brought out from the lodge. There were chicken
strips, potatoes, and a salad.

We went back to the Pogla village where a “sing sing” was conducted in traditional dress.
My impressions:
People were very friendly and engaging. They would smile back when smiled at. While the
costumes were not their daily wear, it is good to see their heritage preserved. It was a great day!!
John van Bladeren
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31st August 2010.
Morning departure from Rondon Ridge, Mt Hagen for flight to Rabaul.
Morning at Rondon Ridge dawned as a typical highlands morning, with the rapid development of
thick valley fog which threatened our timely departure time for Tokua/Rabaul. Bob was, as usual,
quite up-beat, assuring us that our early start down the mountain was in fact justified. So off we set
down the rocky road, hoping the overnight rain had not washed out the road at “Dead Man’s
Corner”. Our luck was holding, but only just, as the outer right rear wheel spun uselessly in the air
as we crossed the ever-narrowing
washout.
With a little time to spend and the fog
clearing slowly, we spent some of it
touring the town while the school
students flocked towards Mt Hagen
Secondary School, on foot or from
buses, many of them having already
walked several miles to catch any
transport available. School started by
0830, so for many it meant waking
before dawn to make their first class.
Some of our group also needed local
currency, so it was quite an eyeopener to see the security measures
employed by both banks and many businesses in town as they sought to protect their premises
from theft and damage. However, we saw few signs of violence during this part of our stay, and
always found the villagers friendly and welcoming.
On arrival at Kagamuga Airport, we all loaded our aircraft with bags and passengers, initially
intending to fly towards Madang and
Saidor on the north coast, thence
across to the north of New Britain. As
we climbed out of the north-east gap
from Mt Hagen, a huge cumulonimbus raincloud was hanging
directly in our path to Madang, so an
early diversion east was called for.
As we passed across the sea toward
New Britain and Cape Gloucester it
seemed the southern route along the
island was to be the better option.
Barry thought so anyway so we all
followed our brave leader.

Tracking coastal to Kandrian, again the weather began to deteriorate, but the seaward side was by
far the better option at this time. Some intrepid aviators even reported diverting via “Kandahar to
Tokyo” – such long detours!!! No wonder CDB with JvB at the helm was last to arrive!!!
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About this time Barry in BAZ reported that he had to divert 24 nm out to sea to get around a large
CB so we dutifully did the same. Problem was by the time we got there in TSJ the cell had also
diverted out to sea and we entered the edge. It was quite rugged for a while and we went down in
IMC. It was reassuring that the GPS showed all blue beneath us. Thank heavens for moving map
GPS.
It seems that Ian and Irene behind us in MMN also got caught and they decided to go up. This was
no problem except for the fact that they went AWOL on the radio for quite some time causing quite
intense worry for the rest of the group. This was aggravated by Barry stating that he had heard
some modulation on 121.5 MHz. However they eventually came back on air and wondered what
all the fuss was about.
Afternoon at leisure in the area of
KOKOPO BEACH BUNGALOW
RESORT
After what seemed an interminable
time taken to re-fuel all aircraft, we
finally headed off to Kokopo Resort
– and what a welcome sight
greeted us, with a tasty late lunch,
air-conditioned beachside
bungalows and the lure of a swim in
the bayside waters gently lapping
below our own private verandas!

Some of our more active and
history-minded members ventured
to the local war museum, other
rested with a cool ale etc while the
rest swam, floated or just waded as
they chatted in the delightfully warm
waters of Rabaul Bay.

Then it was time to come out of the water, the bar or the museum, and go hot-foot to our rooms for
showers and a change into fresh clothes for dinner. It was just then that our Tribe Chief, perhaps
in a moment of tropical madness, decided to break into room 27, rather than use his key in 28,
where it (and he) belonged. Irene and Jan were in their respective showers at the time, so it was
only Tony’s presence in his room that saved the day!!!
After another delightful meal, most of us opted for an early night, a pattern which seemed to be
becoming a habit in the tropical north.
Jan van Der Spek. TSJ
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Wednesday 01 September
Morning & departure out of Rabaul, day’s activities including flight to Madang & rest of the day at Malolo Lodge.

Leaving Paradise

7am Breakfast
8am on the bus
9am we fly?

We are leaving paradise
Rabaul Airstrip

We would all love to stay

Tutt‐tutt‐tutt
woken by the chaperon gecko at first light

Banana, pineapple, pawpaw, watermelon
and mango

Tony looking at the sky, ‘sat’ phone
to his ear

Bob upon the balcony, what ever
did he hear? Let’s hope the weather
wants us to see
to go
to fly

Len slept well, no mozzies
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“Oh why do they do that” moaned Richard,
of coffee he had to get himself

Talk of the accident worried some of the troops

People of Rabaul

Ken L said “I never have any trouble sleeping,
I’m lucky that way I guess.”

All gathered round Bob’s screen with
Oohs and aahs and doesn’t it look good

JVB upon his i‐Pad
Pineapple in his hand

“I’m jumping out of my socks this morning
I’m on lentils” said Mummy, Richard would be proud

Long suffering Chief – “But it has its rewards, everyday
I lay out his clothes for him, shirt, socks and handkerchief

JVB takes the controls of ESL
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Jim Peters feeling crook

Jim Barry takes some photos
“Dirty big sky!” he quips
“Don’t worry” says Irene “it will be just fine.”
Before the flight, a pilot fright
behind the small white shed

“Just head out over Rabaul and make your way straight
to Hoskings not above 10 000.” that’s what Bob said

Coconuts
Cocoa
Rice

Mt Ulawun lenticularis above, Lolbau Island, Kimbe,
lily pad coral atolls, volcanoes blowing out

Over Madang & Landed

Tavurvur Volcano

BAZ, ESL, TSJ, MMN, CDB, ADD and BOB
all landed at Madang.
Planes lined up, all tied down, all tucked up.
people crowded in the vans

Hot, sweating, relieved of flight
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Lei and kulau refresh the mass – have some lunch
but don’t relax, two villages to see

Williams green, not the best
Bagildig for the rest.
Houses up on poles, cooking in pots on the ground,
heat the pot, line with green leaves,
Kaukau, banana, yams and greens set to stew in coconut cream.
Smiling faces, mothers milk, mange dogs

Bagildig Village

Simon at Sokaka with honesty quite rare,
shared his life, his house, his home, his wife
“We were head hunters before, not now” oh so matter of
fact.
The customs, rites and instruments each ‘won tok’ system so
far,
geographically quite near
Simon, Sokaka Village

All bobbed about to keep cool
shared stories and ideas,
dined weary,
nine o’clock to bed.
Sandra Payne BAZ
Malolo Plantation Lodge
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2nd Sept 2010 Malolo Plantation Lodge Madang.
We woke to a beautiful day at Malolo Plantation Lodge. We all enjoyed a hearty breakfast well
served by locals Karmon and Theresa. Their eye for detail and the want to please is very apparent
from the fresh flowers on the clothed tables to the personal attention to each and everyone.
Later in the morning we
boarded the bus for a short
drive to “Hululan” a Copra
plantation owned and run
by the Catholic Mission.
The working conditions
were very primitive and hot,
especially around the area
of the firing of the kilns
which dry the beans over a
four day period with the
wood fires burning twenty
four hours over that period.
Finally after processing the
refined oil is ready to be
Coffee Beans drying out Rempa
exported. All the workers
and their families are housed on the plantation under very basic housing conditions.

From the plantation we drove
a short distance down the
coast to Rempa Village where
we could see Tadwai Island.
We crossed to the island in a
dugout canoe which took five
trips to get everyone across.
Tadwai Island is a coral cay
where an ancient reef has
become exposed due to the
drop in the ocean level or
maybe due to some tectonic
uplifting the land has become
Tadwai island
exposed to the air at high tide.
Over a period of time an island
will develop a complete ecosystem like we see on Tadwai Island. Once there we swam and
snorkelled amongst the different corals and the myriad of colourful fish in the lagoon area.
After our invigorating swim some of us enjoyed a guided walk around this small island capturing in
the local flora and fauna.
The relaxed atmosphere of the day continued into the afternoon with the return to Malolo Lodge
where we had lunch around the pool area.
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It was one of those days where the girls did as
only they do best “Shopping”
The three girls from our group were invited by
Grace to enjoy a morning in Madang and
jumped at the invitation. Our first stop was the
University which is not much different to our
own with students milling about with laptops
and books in hand. A beautifully kept campus
all secure behind high walls and gates. The
houses are kept tidy and clean with their
household rubbish collected in bins outside
each home. Just a small thing but making a
huge difference. There were of course the
usual large groups of people just standing,
walking or sitting around but after all this city
holds approx 240,000 people. The local
market was our next stop where fruit and
vegetables along with hand crafted items were
on sale. The food looked and smelt fabulous
recognising most but I confess I had to ask
what some were. We bought a few locally
made gift items and Grace bought Sandra a
“Merri” dress which was proudly worn later on
our trip. The kindness and generosity of the local people is most apparent. A further stop was
made at a pharmacy and dept store before we drove back to Malolo Lodge and joined the guys for
lunch.
Irene.(Girls bit)
Madang Market

Later in the afternoon we were
all entertained by the “Rempa”
people who took much pride
and thought to show us their
traditional dress, dance, and
song. Their dance and chant
known as a “Sing Sing”
showed us their cultural
happiness with all participating
from the quite old to the very
young trying to mimic their
elders. After their
performance we mingle
amongst them and watch the
Rempa Village Dancers
sun setting over the children
squealing and jumping around as only children do. We were told that the thirty or so locals there
are all from the same extended family. Ian our tribe chief thanked them and we left books and
pencils etc for the local school much to the pleasure of the school children and teachers.
Our evening meal is delicious and varied after which we all sneak away to our plantation style
rooms for an early night’s sleep, drifting off to the sounds of the waves crashing on to the shore.
Ken Lapham (Lappo)
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Friday 3rd September Madang to Sepik
Region.
Today we awoke at 5.30am packed to go to the
Sepik River region. We flew out of Madang
airport at 7am for a short flight. The flight itself
was very picturesque flying coastal past the
Manam active volcano offshore visible through
low cloud before flying up the coast to the mouth
of the majestic Sepik River. We followed the
ever winding Sepik River inland over jungle
vegetation to the Karawari River and landed at
Karawari on a grass strip next to the river.
Children from the Kundiman Village were
everywhere jumping about with excitement at
seeing six light aircraft all land and get left tied
down for the next four days.
John Michell was seen kissing the ground after landing or maybe he was just praying!

Landing at Karawari Airstrip

We then caught a jet boat travelling up the
Karawari River to our next lodgings on the
“Sepik Spirit” which was moored on the Sepik
River, in the “middle Sepik region”.
The Sepik Spirit cruiser was constructed in
1989 and launched in 1992. It has nine double
ensuite cabins for eighteen passengers and
has a crew of eight. With sixteen in our group
we had sole occupancy in this fully airconditioned spacious palace on the water with
panoramic views from every room and cabin.
Sepik Spirit on the Sepik River

The Sepik River is the third largest (by volume)
in the world. Its catchments begin in the high
ands area and flows nearly 1000 kms to the sea.

After unpacking our gear, we had lunch and then set out on a visit to the local tribes to see their way of life
and customs. We initially travelled on a jet boat along the Korosameri River to the Konmei tribe for their
victory dance with each dancer painted and dressed in full tribal costumes consisting of grasses, feathers,
shells etc. Both men and women participate in dance and chant display.
Other village people that did
not take part watched on,
especially the children who
seemed quite fascinated not
only by our presence but with
the tribal dancing also. We
were then taken into the
village area where it was
explained how life was for the
people living there.

JVB purchasing from the Konmei Tribe
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After a brief time we left on the jet boat waving
to the many villagers waving back from the river
bank.
After a short time, this time on the Karawari
River we stopped to visit the Munjomie Village
and tribe.

Two Chiefs at Konmei

We saw our first sleeping hut where three families,
consisting of around 30 people lived. Whilst very
primitive, we did note such luxuries as mosquitoe nets!

Smiling faces at Konmei Village

A large and quite ornately carved construction built at the end of the village was the Spirit House where men
only visit and where the adolescent males are taken for men’s business and learn the customs of the tribes.
Our three girls respected the custom and did not
Spirit House
enter into the Spirit House but later we did tell
them what was inside. The Spirit House contained
carvings, and items both precious and religious
within the tribe.
We presented books and pens to this tribe for
their school (approx 60 children and 3 teachers)
for which they are hoping to receive government
registration and funding next year.

To complete our first and very special day on the
Sepik River, back on board the Sepik Spirit and
after a delicious dinner, John our captain told us
what life for the tribes living on the Sepik and adjoining rivers is like and where many of the customs and
traditions have not changed in more than a century. Sleep came easy as we drifted off thinking of all the
healthy and happy faces we had seen from the village people living in what we would compare and say are
primitive conditions.
John Strudwick / Lenard Simon.
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Saturday 4th September - Day 2 on the Sepik River
After spending our first night on the Sepic Spirit, we awoke at 6am for breakfast at 7. We then left at eight
for a two hour jet boat ride into the Black Water region to our first village (Yessimbit). We learnt that the
tribe had heard our boat the night
before and knew that we were on
our way. Due to low water levels,
we were unable to get through the
tributary to their village and so
they had travelled and set up their
display by the main riverbank so
that we could see their tribal
dance (and buy local made
goods).
The “Kambriman” tribe explained
that their boys are initiated into
manhood, by cutting a pattern into
their back, arms and chest to
assimilate crocodile markings.

Yessimbit Village Dancers

The second village
Kambriman, belonged to the same tribe and we were
advised that there were some twenty three villages that
are part of their tribe. The main feature of this village
was the large Spirit house that had been constructed
over two metres above ground level, due to frequent
flooding in the area.
Whilst
walking under the structure looking at artefacts, we
could hear the termites eating the woodwork. We were
told that this building was either twelve or twenty five
years old. (No one was quiet sure of its age)
Carved Shields

Children at Kambriman

Spirit House
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Our women were allowed to enter these structures as they were invisible to the gods as they did not exist.
(because they were women).
We were then invited into one of the family huts to watch the girl’s initiation dance. We noted some of the
girls were also scarred on their forearms and were informed that they too are initiated into womanhood after
their first menstruation. (16 years) During this time, they are taught how to do the things that women do.
The women later had “secret women’s talks” about children and jewellery.
Our last village for the day was at the Mumeri village where we met the Yetmon people. This was the home
village for our guide Joe. It consisted of approximately 200 people and we learnt that they too, had
previously been headhunters and we were shown their traditional celebration dance they would usually do
after a days headhunting.

The two things I learnt today were
that the local tribes were not
adversely affected by the global
financial crisis, and women should
never, ever burn their bras!

This is an interesting site for all wanting
more details on PNG.

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/pp.html
John Strudwick / Lenard Simon
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5th September 2010 Sepik River Day Three
By now we had all got into the swing of living
on the Sepik Spirit, waking to the most
spectacular sunrise emerging out of the mist to
all meeting up for a hearty breakfast before
setting off for another day of what was to be full
of cultural surprises. All aboard the smaller
jetboat for a quick down river spin to the
Mindimbit Village.

Many children are out to greet us and seem to
Sunrise from our cabin window on the Sepik
dance along beside us as we walk down a path
with local artefacts on sale, to a hut where a demonstration on how disputes are settled is given.
A bunch of broom like vegetation being slapped on a log after which all whatever the dispute was
over was forgiven and forgotten. I guess a bit like get it out of your system with a small but
effective display after which all is accepted
by the wronged party. The Mindimbit village
had recently split away from a larger village
where a new, non Govt funded school had
recently been formed. Their Chief was
delighted with the exercise books, pencils etc
that our chief presented for without being
Govt funded supplies would be in short
supply for the children.

Pay Back demonstration Mindimbit

Mindimbit Village

Back onto the jetboat for a short run to the other
half of the Mindimbit Village, noticeably larger
both in area and basic self survival. We watch
a dugout canoe being axed out from a log and
view tribesmen carve their artefacts. This art is
passed on from master to apprentice. There are
food farm patches dotted about and a crocodile
pen holding varying sizes of smallish crocs.
Turtles are also penned up and bred. All in all
this village appeared quite self sufficient and
industrious.
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Lunch came back on the Sepik Spirit after which we
travelled quite a distance in the jetboat passing many
small villages nestled on the river banks. Their lifeline is
the river providing food, water, transportation and
communication. The crocodile is also honoured by local
traditions with virtually all canoe prows being carved with
the head of the crocodile. All day the dugout canoes can
be seen on the river very few are motorised. As we pass
each village our jetboat slowed considerably so as not to
cause a bow wave that would cause damage to the banks.
The courtesy and consideration the people of this country
have shown us makes me think we could learn from.

Spirit House Tambanam Village

We scrambled up the bank of the Sepik River at
Tambanam Village where the village people
greeted us and lead us to the many excellent
artefacts etc on display along the bank.
Carvings, Ritual and Spiritual paraphernalia,
sacred flutes, beaded and grass billums, necklaces and many other items on sale.
The men of our group were invited into the Men’s
meeting house before we all boarded the jetboat this
time weighed down with all our purchases. Travelling
back to the Sepik Spirit with the sun and light fading
gave some a good excuse to dose off while others just
basked in the scenery of the setting sun.

Dinner was excellent after which a
documentary on the mighty Sepik River
relaxed everyone enough for our last night
on board. We all had at this stage bought
many artefacts which had to be brought out
to be wrapped for taking back home. The
collections resembled a stocked store and at
Sunset on the Sepik
this stage we made the decision to have our
purchases shipped home via a carrier. Before finally going to our cabin I checked out the small
crocodiles in a pot near the bow. These crocs had been caught a couple of nights earlier off the
stern of the boat. After convincing myself that the crocs weren’t going anywhere rest for me came
easy.
Irene Lawson MMN
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6th Sept 2010 Sepik Spirit to Karawari.
Last morning on the Sepik Spirit with an unusually leisurely breakfast .Without a deadline for a
village tour it allows time to study insect life on
the bow of the boat. Large moths and praying
mantises sitting pretty for photographs.
Incandescent water hens strutting their stuff on
the bank.
The tribe signs the visitor’s book then awaits
transport in the jet boat to the opposite bank,
Timbunke and the airstrip. The first boat was
delayed by 15mins due to the late arrival of the
Islander. Two groups went over in the jet boat
with the first group boarding the islander under
pilot Sylvester’s instructions. Barry had jumped in
the right hand seat and all waited for the engines to start up. At lasts a cloud of black smoke from
each side as they roared into life. The second group watched and waited their turn as the
Islander back tracked, turned and took off in grand style. Those left behind went on a brief tour of
the Catholic mission where we looked in the church with an interesting mixture of the Christian and
Local traditions carved pillars in Sepik style but no willies!
We caught up with Sr. Dorothy a nun
from Poland who has been at the mission for nine years as a midwife and teacher. She told us
about medical problems and how they could do some complicated deliveries but if the mother
needed a caesarean she would have to be flown to Ambute. This hospital was closed as drunks
had threatened the patients. She hoped it would re-open again in about a month given a
settlement.
Truly amazing woman!
The islander returns,
we cram in and the
engines start with a
now familiar
reluctance. Ear
splitting roar inside as
we climb to 2000 ft for
the 12 mins flight to
Karawari. Excellent
landing and we all
congratulate
Sylvester.

The Islander Leaving Timbunke

He goes off for the third load leaving Jim Barry to kiss his Comanche with relief and Jim Peters to
kneel before his as we waited for the third flight to come in. Jim P. entertains the local children
with “Amazing Grace” on his i-phone. Eventually we did not wait for the third flight as Bob Bates
arrived with extra supplies of beer, coaxing us all into the boat before the supplies got too warm.
10min Karawari river trip, where we struggled up the bank to be met by a truly ancient Land
Cruiser. All on board with the beer for a short but steep drive to Karawari Lodge perched high on
the hill.
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Karawari Lodge is constructed like a large spirit house with the dining and reception area truly
amazing. Packed with
antique carvings and
Sepik artifacts of the
highest quality. A
breezy veranda
provides superb
panoramic views over
the Karawari River and
the rainforest.
We caught up with
the first flight all looking
relaxed and heard that
Jan had been put to the
rear and that Ian and
Tony had tried to get
out without undoing
their seat belts.
Karawari Lodge

We waited lunch for the arrival of the third flight when we all tucked in to lasagne and fruit salad
which was excellent.
It then became apparent
that owing to a misunderstanding all JVB’s clean
clothes had been left in Jim B’s aircraft.
JVB’s only comment was “What you see is what
you get. On allocation of rooms Sandra thought
she had been short changed as she couldn’t find
the bathroom. Totally understandable that she
was confused by the sliding door without her
glasses.
So there we were waiting for a demonstration of
Sago making when the wind started to pick up.
Karawari Lodge

Jim B just made it back from an errand
of mercy and contrition having hurried to
his plane by land and river to retrieve
JVB’s clean clothes. The wind got
stronger and the dust and leaves started
to fly. A tree blew down across the road,
tin blew off the roof and holes began to
appear in the very roof we were
standing under. Dust and debris landed
in the dining area. From the veranda we
saw a man heroically retrieve canoes on
the river far below. Then came the rain but only for a short while followed by singing from the
Amboin Primary school by the river.
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The storm passed and the Sago trip
was on, despite trees blown down
across the road and our
accommodation left to be cleaned
up. Some careful driving and we
were through, down to the river.
A short ride to the other side to the
jungle-fringed village of Ymas where
our guide Chris explained a
demonstration of how to make Sago
from the Sago Palm. While the sago
was being made into pancakes we
were shown artifacts – mainly woven
baskets and seed necklaces. Our
Extracting Sago
American cousins did their usual
duty and bought several pieces. Sago pancakes are just about palatable – glutinous and chewy.
Women do the cooking while the children and dogs gather close to the fire in hope of some
warmth and attention.
Sago & Fish Cooking

On the way back up river Chris points
out a grey billed Heron sheltering from
the last bit of the storm. Sandra Barry
and Bill walked up the road to the
lodge noting the devastation along the
way.
Pilots briefing at 6pm with the usual
questions. Aussie immigration forms
were completed. Dinner –
Barramundi or chicken curry followed
by ginger pudding. Quite delicious!
After dinner we began to hear musical
noises then the Karawari Bamboo
Band appeared with numerous groupies.
Eight numbers were played, many with the
accompaniment on bamboo tubes, struck
with thongs. Other instruments included
guitars, flutes, kundus drums and a keyboard.
The show included a rendition of Kookaburra
sits in the Old Gum Tree. We all enjoyed the
show and Ian thanked the band on
everyone’s behalf.
Sleep came easy that night after a wonderful
day.
William Hart UK
Karawari Bamboo Band
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7th Sept 2010 - Karawari to Tari Ambua Lodge

Karawari Lodge View

Waking up at Karawari Lodge I find my bed
draped in a mosquito net canopy. Peering out I
take a look at my whole room. Each free
standing bungalow styled room is built from
traditional bush materials and has its own
bathroom facilities. The vaulted roof is
constructed from vegetation held together to form
a peak from which a ceiling fan is hanging. All in
all it makes me feel special.
Breakfast was as
we had become accustomed to with the married
couples arriving first to enjoy a delicious and
plentiful spread served by very tentative locals.
Under Tony’s watchful eye Jim B tucked into
bacon and eggs losing the bet. Jim B
commented that he “Had Seen The Light”. Lappo
was a little concerned for overnight he dropped
his mobile phone and although I will not tell tales has was concerned whether it would dry out.
There is little sign of the previous day’s storm but for a few trees etc littering the steep dirt road.
The open decked boat takes us down river and
back for a short stroll through the Kundiman
Village to the airstrip.
The
weather was not conducive for our aircraft to
fly on as we soon found that the whole village
had come out to wave us off.

Ian and Jim P invited a couple of the children to
board their planes all with headsets etc. There were
squeals of delight from all the children watching
who jumped excitably & uncontrollably about.
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We sat around waiting for Bob to say all was
OK for the flight and I could have sat there all
day just watching the locals happily talking
amongst themselves while the children, even
the very young played in the dust, a couple of
disused tyres and anything that took their
fancy.
Toys and material possessions are
not to be seen but these folks seem extremely
happy. I ask myself why we adorn our
children with so very much and the answer is
“because we can”.
Finally Bob gives the word and one by one
we are hurtling down the grass strip, taking to
the skies and climbing fast to pass over the 13000ft mountains and through Paila Gap close by.
TSJ has a direction problem wondering what the fuss was over a quick climb and where in fact
were those mountains. A quick direction change and he is back on track. Passing through cloud
holes and at times light rain we fly for about.40 minutes coming in to land at Tari Airport.
As we make our final
approach we see a large
local market all set up
with colourful beach
umbrellas on the
approach to the strip.
Crazy but it works for
them. A quick tie down
and we are on a bus
taking us to Ambua Lodge
located in the Southern
Highlands at 7000 ft in the
Tari Gap. Along the way
we see that the local Huli
people look quite different
from others we have seen
in other areas.
Tari is one of the few places left where men and women can be seen wearing traditional dress as
part of daily living and a man’s wealth is still counted by the number pigs and wives they possess.
The Huli people are everywhere along the sides of the road, some selling food from their patch,
some selling a food that resembles dumplings or donuts while others just appear to be sitting in
the dust enjoying each other’s company. They wave and smile as we pass to which we respond
the same.
Although this area has a different look and feel the smiles and the waves are the same making this
a wonderful welcoming country to see. Paulis tells us about the area and its people but I must
confess I could not take my eyed off the small bone which was pierced through his nose.
Our driver opens the door of the bus while he is driving and spits out some betel nut he has been
chewing. Betel nut is still chewed at most places we visit as is obvious by the red staining on the
teeth and gums.
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The entrance to the lodge is similar to
the gates at Jurassic Park but that is
where the similarities end. Dotted along
the path are twenty or so individual
round huts with 180 degree picture
windows from which the beautiful Tari
Valley unfolds.
The huts are once again constructed
from traditional bush materials. The
main dining and bar area offers
breathtaking and magnificent views
over the Tari Valley and beyond.
After settling in we take a guided walk
into the bush with the rainforest canopy
dense with brightly coloured flowers
welcoming us at every bend.
The orchids, gingers and
rhododendrons to name a few are out in
abundance. We are rewarded with a
secluded waterfall before we return up
the path to the bus waiting to take us
back to the lodge. An energetic few
chose to walk up the steep road back.

An energetic few chose to walk up the steep road back.
In the sitting area a documentary was being shown on birds of the area some of which we would
get to see the next day. Dinner that evening was delicious and varied with the staff looking after
our every need. It was Ian’s turn to feel unwell and retired early. The girls of the group remain
strong and healthy.
Irene Lawson MMN
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Wednesday 08 September

A day at Ambua Lodge – Tari

What another day in Paradise looked like for the PNG Comanche Flyers
6.15am Ed, Richard, Jan, JVB, Sandra, Irene, Barry, Jim Barry, William, John, Len and Ken all
jumped on a bus and headed for the Tari Gap; it’s the highest point on the Highlands Highway
between Mendi and Tari, and at 9000ft its
rather cold and crops don’t grow. But who
cares we were on a mission to sight the
elusive ‘Bird of Paradise’. Some
ornithologists spend days, weeks, months or
even years trying to catch a glimpse of these
birds. Our guide Benson knew all their
names Stephanie’s Astrapia, Pteridophora
Alberti (King of Saxony) and Astrapia mayeri
(Ribbon tail) to name but a few; we saw all
three – how fortunate is that?
The Stephanie’s jumped about making a
hissing noise as he caped his black feathers
to attract a mate; the King of Saxony
displayed two long iridescent scalloped blue feathers from either side of its delicate head; but our
prize was the Ribbon Tail who swooped down across the road in front of us, the longest tail of any
bird in the world was within touching distance. This was a truly amazing start to our day.
8am Breakfast at Ambua Lodge - with the morning mist still hovering in the valley an early start to
a flying day would not have been possible and all agreed that the planned on the ground day was
perfect.
9am This is our usual start time and hence the Comanche Flyers boarded the two buses and
headed out down the valley. In our bus we had Michael the driver, Benson the guide and Stephen
the guard.
The roads are never still, people sit in groups on the muddy earth playing cards and dealing to the
day; men with arrows, bows and knives roam to and fro; while women head laden, as their bilums
and pikininis hang down their backs join the throng to market and beyond. Their feet and faces tell
their story.
First Stop: Tigibi Village – Singsing
We are in Huli country; it is all about land, women and pigs. The men rule, they are proud, they
fight and the young men have attitude. The Huli are very proud of the fact that they still hold onto
their customs and traditional ways; men still live in men’s houses and women are the beasts of
burden, they raise pigs, bear children and grow gardens, what the man says is law. All Huli
compounds or family living spaces and land are surrounded by an earth embankment; these are to
keep the pigs in and the enemy out. Entry to each place is through a semi fortified gate and it was
through such a gate that we entered Tigibi. We were seated on three sides of the area set aside
for ceremonies and communal gatherings; it’s like a small village green
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“Holy shit isn’t
that just
wonderful.”
None of us could
have described
the sight of the
Huli men in full
singsing regalia
any better than
Richard. The Huli
are famous for
their singsing
costumes and
dances, having,
for many years
won all the
competitions at
the big shows –
Mt Hagen, Goroka, Moresby and many others. They are adorned from head to toe, the adornment
is two fold; at tribal ceremonies parties and celebrations it is to make oneself attractive to the
opposite sex, during clan fights and wars it is to intimidate the enemy, either way it is to enhance a
mans virility and prowess. First they polish their bodies with ash and pig fat to create an ebony
lustre, ankle and arm bands are added for strength, a bark belt decorated with pigs tails, shells
and cassowary bones, supports a loin cloth at the
front, and a tail of foliage feathers, which imitates a
Bird of Paradise, at the back, around their necks
they wear a very ornate bead and feather necklace
which has a horn bills beak hanging down the back.
All this decoration however flamboyant is secondary
to the face and headdress, it is here that the Huli
excel. Their faces are painted in exquisite red,
black, yellow and white designs taken straight from
the natural wonders of the insect world; they are
both beautiful and intimidating. But their crowning
glory is the elaborate headdress fashioned out of
human hair and decorated with as many prized Bird
of Paradise plumes as possible. To prepare
properly for a singsing takes many hours.
The singsing starts with a rhythmic beating on the
kundu (drum), the men form a line and start jumping
in the air, their tail feathers imitating a displaying
Bird of Paradise, a whooping chant is added and
the singsing is in full swing. It was not hard to
imagine several hundred Huli men in full flight
advancing toward their enemy or trying to impress
the ladies, the sound, sight and ground vibrations
must surely stir a soul.
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Second Stop: Poroibanakau
Who would have thought that wig growing was a very specialised and respected occupation? A
visit to the wig making school at Poroibanakau will leave you in no doubt that it most certainly is.
It takes patience, perseverance and dedication, you must be selected and the apprenticeship
comes with strict criteria. The wig school is owned by a master wig maker and students must be of
a certain age, and pay a fee to attend the school.
In the Huli culture boys live with their mothers until they are eight years old, then they go and live
in the men’s house. Boys must be sixteen or seventeen before they can apply to go to wig school.
The master wig maker told us that “At wig
school we make real touch hair wigs, but we
have rules. If a boy has relationships with girls
he must forego his wig fee and is sent away.”
A serious wig grower leads a celibate life, but
can earn serious wealth. A completed wig is
worth a minimum of two hundred kina plus one
pig. There are two main styles: the every day
wig and the ceremonial wig. Wig making and
growing is a specialised art form, and the
grower must follow a very strict regime.
The grower must be clean in body and spirit in
order to grow good strong healthy hair. Daily,
the growers are taken down to the stream, and
morning noon and night they wash their
bodies, followed by a hair cleaning ritual.
Water is placed in bamboo cylinders and
blessed by the wig maker, the grower then
drinks some of the water which he spits
fountain like up into the air to bless and
appease the spirits, the remainder of the
blessed water is poured over his hair. To grow
a wig can take up to eighteen months, hence,
the hair needs constant care: first it requires
good nutrition, the growers are feed on a diet
of hot food and pig fat; second it needs to be
kept in good condition, special aromatic leaves
are put into the hair to condition it – I suspect it is to keep head lice and other creepy crawlies out;
and last the hair must be protected, a special pillow, which looks to me to be a stick on legs, is
given to each grower, a special spell is put on the pillow so the grower will get a good nights sleep,
this pillow keeps the growing wig from being squashed. As the wig grows it is supported on the
head with a bamboo frame which is crocheted into the hair, the hair is teased and combed into
shape each day.
Wigs are grown by men and are only for men, there is no limit on how many wigs a grower can
grow but once a grey hair appears their services are terminated. Baldness is seen as a loss of
virility so many of the older men wear a ‘faux’ wig which is made out of moss, it is very effective
and less expensive, and enables the wearer to keep his best wig for best.
Jim Barry took several years off his age when he donned a ‘real touch hair’ wig, however, some of
the other Fly boys fled as they were afraid of taking critter passengers on board.
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Lunch at Kknalu Guest House
Stop Three: Lumu Village
Buying a bride is both expensive and complicated. I will try and explain how it works, but please
remember no two transactions are ever the same and there are always challenges to be overcome
to complete the transaction.
A mother advises her son to look for a bride,
choose a hard working girl with strong hands,
one who can look after pigs, tend the
gardens and bear children, “don’t look at the
pretty girls, a relationship is not for fun.”
Once a suitable girl has been chosen the
families go into negotiations over the bride
price. The bride price is made up of pigs,
money (traditionally shell money, today kina),
food and any other gifts that may be
negotiated. The price depends on the
perceived value of the girl, if she is widowed
or divorced (quite rare) then the price is
considerably less. It is the groom’s family
who pays. Pigs are wealth, and as the
average Bride Price is thirty pigs plus all the
other stuff – a man who has lots of daughters
can expect to become quite wealthy.
The night before the Bride Price ceremony is
to take place the groom’s mother, sisters,
aunts or other female members of his family
come and take the prospective bride back to their village, she is prepared for marriage. Then next
morning all the pigs, money and any other goodies are lined up in the ceremonial area. The bride’s
mother comes and inspects the
Bride Price, she negotiates
with the groom’s father; if the
bride’s mother is not satisfied
or has reservations about the
marriage she can call it off –
she is the one with the final
say. While the bulk of the Bride
Price goes to the bride’s father,
the bride’s mother always
receives a percentage of the
booty for herself, maybe seven
or eight of the thirty pigs, plus
some of the other stuff. Once
everything has been agreed to
the bride’s family take the
Bride Price and leave. The
bride is now the property of her husband, his family is now hers and her family is lost to her, it is
possible that she may never see them again.
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While some customs in PNG are slowly changing the Huli women that I spoke with assured me
that the traditional Huli ‘way’ is still very much alive and well and not likely to change.
Once the exchange has taken place the new bride then spends her time with her new female inlaws, she is given a plot of land and must demonstrate her ability to provide food for her husband,
his pigs and future off spring.

Once the garden has been established and the family are happy, then the husband goes to the
garden and prepares a suitable place for the two of them to meet; up until this time they have had
no physical contact, the groom learns about women and how to treat them as he grows up living in
the men’s house. The groom continues to have clandestine meetings with his bride until such time
as she becomes pregnant, he then has no further physical contact with her until after the birth and
the child is quite grown, then the cycle starts again. One of the women told me that’s why men
need to have many wives because they always like ‘planti pus pus’ (sex). If a woman does not
become pregnant after what the new family think is a suitable time she may be returned to her
own family, be kept on and treated almost as a slave or be cast out of both families –“life for a Huli
woman is very hard” said Alice.
6pm The Pilots Briefing took place as the mist filled up the valley and unrolled a blanket over the
trees and enveloped Ambua Lodge. Tomorrow Tari – Daru – Horn Island – Morton Station.
7pm The PNG 2010 Comanche Flyers supped and dined and thanked Bob, all knowing that the
end was nigh. What an amazing adventure with such a diverse group of wonderful and interesting
people, but for me a gem was yet to shine. I had the privilege of listening to Alice, an inspirational
Huli woman who made a change in her life, a change that required a courage that is almost
incomprehensible. Her story touched me in a very personal way and would be difficult to relate, so
best I just end this day by saying ‘thank you Alice’.
9pm Why break with tradition – off to bed.
Sandra Payne BAZ
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9th September 2010

Tari – Daru – Horn Island – Moreton Telegraph Station.

Today we are leaving Tari, Huli country and PNG as today is the last day together on what has
been a flyaway we will never forget. I am sure that none of us would ever have dreamt in our
wildest dreams that during the previous eleven days we could have experienced the unparalled
array of natural beauty, exotic wildlife and cultural traditions. From the colourful body adornment of
the Highlanders to the ceremonial and decorative carvings of the Sepik region, the people of
Papua New Guinea shared their customs and heritage with genuine open friendliness and
hospitality.
On this 9th day of September with breakfast done we had to wait till the cloud lifted leaving at
approx 10am. Our small buses wound their way down the mountain passing the ever present
parade of people some sitting about selling their produce while many more just seemed to be
wandering about or cramming themselves into vehicles. I felt sure they were coming out the other
side of the vehicle as they just appeared more and more were getting in. We stop for a group of
pigs crossing the road. No hurry! We will wait! Pigs are higher on the ladder of society than
women or money. Pigs show wealth and are traded regularly particularly in exchange for a
daughters hand in marriage where pigs are a necessary trade.

Landing at Daru

Back at the Tari Airport and it wasn’t
long before one by one the five
Comanche’s were airborne landing
only at Daru PNG to clear PNG
immigration and customs. We all
left Daru with the wind whipping our
tails and it wasn’t till over the island
of Badu in the Torres Strait group of
Islands we once again saw the
beautiful coral cays below us.
On landing at Horn Island and
having our aircrafts and us sprayed
by the quarantine officer we stepped
out onto a windswept tarmac.
I could not believe my eyes at what
was coming out of each aircraft.

Bundle after bundle of elaborately
carved masks and shields, ancestral
figures, hand drums, necklaces, billums
and baskets. Oh let’s not forget the
bows and arrows and spears. The
custom agents didn’t seem at all fazed
as I guess they see it quite often. Many
of the items had to be sprayed but only
a small WW2 knife was confiscated.
Every piece that had been hand made
by the tribes was OK and by now is
looked upon in our various homes
bringing back fond memories.
Landing at Horn Island
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We cleared ourselves back into Australia at
Horn Island and after a bite of lunch at the
airport once again all aircraft were up in the
air flying 293 klms down the centre of the
Cape York Peninsula picking up the Wenlock
River following the Old Telegraph Line before
landing by mid afternoon on the 1200m dirt
strip at Moreton Telegraph Station.
Moreton Tel Stn Landing Strip

The old Telegraph Station is an oasis in shady and spacious natural bushland. Safari style tents,
hot showers and a French chef and a good sleep under a starry night before departing in all ways
the following day.
Irene Lawson MMN
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Each night as I drifted off to sleep I recalled the day’s activities and although there was much
diversity there was at least one common thread. Everyone smiled, with each other, and with us.
The big bright, dark inquisitive eyes of the children will remain with us forever. The gentleness of
the women along with the strong prowess of the men even if different depending on the areas was
ever present creating very caring family lives. I am sure it gets extremely hard for them at times
and the calmness would fade but we saw only happiness and contentment. Each night my face
was sore from continually smiling back at their ever present smiling faces.

Thanks also for all
who attended.
From the pilots,
their navigators
and those that
came along for the
journey. Flying
brought us
together for
thirteen days
where we enjoyed
each other’s
company and
made new friends
who we can share
wonderful
memories with
forever.

Attendees
Tony & Jan VanderSpek

VH – TSJ

Bendigo Vic Aust

Barry & Sandra Payne

ZK – BAZ

Waimate New Zealand

William Hart

E. Yorkshire United Kingdom

Ian Thomson & Irene Lawson

VH – MMN

Mt Martha Vic Aust

Jim Barry

VH – CDB

Swan Hill Vic Aust

John Van Bladeren
Jim Peters

Portland OR. USA
VH – ESL

Ed Bartholomey
John Michell
Lenard Simon
Ken Lapham
John Strudwick
Richard Crago

Kenmore QLD Aust
Beaverton OR. USA

VH - ADD

Tamworth NSW Aust
Tamworth
Tamworth
Tamworth
Moree
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